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UsingEnergy - CHAPTER 11 11-3

11.3 Temperature, Thermal Energy, and Heat

9. Rank in order, from highest to lowest, the temperatures T1 = O K, T2 = 0°C. and 7'3 : 00F-

72 > 7; > T,
0'6 8‘; -1732

10. “Room temperature” is often considered to be 68°F. What is room temperature in °C and in K?

20°6— = 2mg

11. a. What is the average kinetic energy of atoms at absolute zero? 0 T

b. Can an atom have negative kinetic energy? No

c. Is it possible to have a temperature less than absolute zero? Explain. )(oJ law'l' Ira-as "$0.1

kink; bag}

12. Do each of the following describe a property of a system, an interaction of a system with its

environment, or both? Explain.

a. Temperature:

Phrwa 0/ a $75114»: Annie hue-lit. Mm 0/ a” um‘eubg

b. Heat:
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11.4 The First Law of Thermodyna

13. For each of the following processes:

a. Is the value of the work W, the heat ,

negative or zero
b. Does the temperature increase decrease

0 You hit a nail with a hammer.

- You hold a nail over a Bunsen burner.

' High-pressure steam spins a turbine.

' Steam contacts a cold surface and condenses.

° A moving crate slides to a halt on a rough surface.
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11.5 Heat Engines

14- Rank in order, from largest to smallest, the efficiencies e] to £4 of these heat engines.

I 101

6]

Cold %.6

Order:
6 >-

Explanation: 3 m > e,’

$9 70 “avg,

Hot

41

15. For each engine shown,

a. Supply the missing value.

b. Determine the efliciency.
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l7. Four heat engines with maximum efficiency (Carnot engines) operate With the hot and cold

reservorr temperatures shown in the table.

Rank in order. from largest to smallest, the efficiencies e, to e4 of these engines.

Order: e",

Explanation:

See 7-

11.6 Heat Pumps, Refrigerators, and Air Conditioners

18. For each heat pump shown,

a. Supply the missing value.

WWperformance if the heat pump is used for cooling.

Hot . 3; “ma .,

19. Does a refrigerator do work in order to cool the interior? Explain. Dmlimmlm.
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11.7 Entropy and the Second Law of Thermodynamics

11.8 Systems, Energy, and Entropy

20. Do each of the following represent a possible heat engine or heat pump? If not, what is wrong?

1 10.! [0.1 1 IO]
6.!:46? u

soon Cold wort

AIOJ Ufo'l” [OJ-int Wye: ‘ Not Over

a. Hot

  
   Cold

cand— e . qt 5»,
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f Hm cook

I 301
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20:

Cold sonic

21. If you place a jar of perfume in the center of a room and remove the stopper, you will soon be

able to smell the perfume throughout the room. If you wait long enough, will all the perfume

molecules ever be backin theJar at the same time? Why or why not?

ND) 2.4/1.» 7: row”! h mm road/"01'; éhwlr)
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22. Suppose you place an ice cube in a cup of room-temperature water and then seal them in a

well-Insulated container. No energy can enter or leave the container.

a. If you Open the container an hour later, which do you CXPC“ ‘0 find: a_Lcu9
Of water, slightly

W,or a large ice cube and some 100 C steam.

b. Finding a large ice cube and some 100°C steam would not violate the first law of

thermOdYnztmics. W = O J and Q = 01, because the container is sealed, and AB”, = O J.
because the increase in thermal energy of the water molecules that have become steam is

Offs“ by the decrease in water molecules that have turned to ice. Energy is conserved, yet

we never see a process like this. Why not?

S¢¢~J (arm) mu a. mud. lake; was
W 4° Ly," ~de Jamar — .. La. at. .3

k"! salami.

23. Are each of the following processes reversible or irreversible? Would the second law of

thermodynamics be violated by any of the processes? Explain.

a. A freshly baked pie cools on a window sill.

/rrevm; He,

b. A neatly raked pile of leaves is scattered by the wind.

[rural-s)”;

c. The wind gathers up the fallen leaves in a yard and leaves them in a neat pile.

Roms-it’d "' via/“AEJ “"477 O2015PearsonEduction.inc.
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12.3 Ideal-Gas Processes

IO. Consider an ideal gas contained in a confined volume. How would the pressure of the gas

change if
a. the number of molecules of the gas were doubled. without changing the container or the

temperature?
V = n [2,7

at!
f ” f

9'ch not; [at area". (M u/[h'nr u "re, woken“)

(M

b. the volume of the container were doubled. without changing the number of molecules or the

tern rature?pt Y = n 127'

taaaa

Push)". Nvtl' deem", (gear cal/{rhea nil Iv? ant-Liar)
( KX)

c. the temperature (in K) of the gas were doubled, without changing the number of molecules

or the volume of the container?

5)! 5.3%?
PNS'IUR hum, fr-efeafg, (more will ,mkr ‘7. #5)

(Z x)

d. the ms speed of the molecules were doubled. without changing the number of molecules or

the volume of the container?

RMS {feral DC FF) so Ha I”; putt-L)

boi- more no)” eel] fame ‘,

ail-cl” $47 owlimmk.

Whoops…if rms speed doubles, temperature would have to quadruple, so pressure would go up by 4x
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1 l. The graphs below use a dot to show the initial state of a gas. Draw a [IV diagram showing the

following processes:
a. A constant~volume process b. An isobaric process that c. An isothermal process that

that doubles the pressure. doubles the temperature. halves the volume.

P p P

I u—g \
;.

v——i—— w—w— V r r v—-—v V I x l -r- V

12. Interpret the pV diagrams shown below by
a. Naming the process.

b. Stating the factors by which p. V, and Tchange. (A fixed quantity changes by a factor of l.)

P I’ P

2 l

\\ I 2

. 2 .

l

—.— l—r'"T“ v , V .—v—u——1——v

Process Igodpn}, Process isal‘n-wl. Process [Saba-it.

p changes by 3 p changes by 7' p changes by D

V changes by l V changes by 2’ V changes by (z

T changes by 3 Tchanges by ' Tchanges by Z

13. Starting from the initial state shown, draw a pV diagram for the p

three—step process:
i. A constant-volume process that halves the temperature.

ii. An isothermal process that halves the pressure, then

iii. An isobaric process that doubles the volume.

Label each of the stages on your diagram.
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. 914. How much work is done by the gas in each of the followmg processes-

 
PI

a. mm b. NW C. M)
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15. The figure below shows a process in which a gas is compressed from 300 cm to 100 cm .

a. Use the middle set of axes to draw the pV diagram of a process that S from mg]: 1

compresses the gas to 100 cm3, and does the same amount of work on the gas as P s

on the left.

b. Is there a constant-volume process that does the same amount of work on the gas as (h: m

process on the left? If so, show it on the axes on the right. If not, use the blank space 0 e

axes to explain why.

P M) ‘J”

grower“ 1‘ J“!

 
V

0 it!) no 3CD

16. The figure shows a process in which work is done to compress a gas.

a. Draw and label a process A that starts and ends at the same points but does more work on the

gas. d"C‘ .

b. Draw and label a process B that starts and ends at the same pomts but does less work on the

gas Lesa W
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IT Starting from the point shown, draw a pV diagram for the following processes.

a. An isobaric process in which work is b. An adiaban'c process in which work is

done by the system. done on the system.

P p

v v

c. An isothermal process in which heat is d. A constant-volume process in which heat

added to the system. is removed from the system.

:7 p

—— , w v l v

You Write the Problem!

   
200 kPa

500 kPa
 1X(400+273)K

  
19.( + 273)K =

O2015PearsonEducation,Inc.

x I X 200cm3


